March Crafting Marathon
Upcoming Events
This month we're changing things up a little bit.
By that I mean we're having a

MARCH CRAFTING MARATHON
Come join us on either Tuesday March 24th or Saturday March 28th
for an all day crafting blitz.

Here's all the details....
We will begin the day at
10:00 to 11:00 with a card class 1-2 cards.
11:15 to 12:00 will be a small stenciled sign with Magnolia Chalk Ink
12:15- 1:30 surprise class (haven't got this one nailed down yet
1:45 - 2:15 PIZZA
2:15 - 3:30 Pop up Box Card
3:45 - 5:00 Paper Flower Arrangement
5:15 - 6:00 - Shrink Plastic
The day will include all materials, there will be kits for all classes except chalk
painting. Snacks and chocolate throughout the day,
Pizza will be served for late lunch.
All you need to bring is yourself, your drinks and your friends
to enjoy the day with us!!!
The cost of all this fun and excitement? $50.00 per person for the entire day!!
So many of you have wanted to come to some of these classes but were unable to make it, so
this is your chance. The classes will be similar type but not the exact same projects that we
have done in class.
We're running it twice to give you the opportunity to be able to come.
Both dates will be the same, so you only need to pick one.
YOU MUST RESERVE BY MARCH 18TH.
Must be paid in full or put on credit card to reserve your spot. There will be no refunds if you
can't make it. If there is availability in the other class, you can possibly attend that in place.
You will be able to pick up the kits but instruction will not be included.
Sorry... gotta be kind of firm on this one.. lots of preparation!!!
Call the store at 863-456-4074 or 813-546-2200 and leave a message
if I don't answerr and I'll get back to you.

These will be the only classes for the month of March.

Upcoming April Sneak Preview
We will be creating the Mad Hatter Easter Box. This
will be an all day class.
Also, Reverse Canvas with rolled paper flowers. This
class will take about 3 hours.
Card Classes and Easter Holiday T Shirt Class will
also be upcoming.
Dates will be coming soon.

Store Changes
We have been moving stuff around in the git
section of the store, wait till you see the
difference!!!
Once again, we thank you all for your
support!

